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We consider the problem 
~C2d~r-lt+J.(u)=0,u>0, inf2, 
where R is a bounded smooth domain in RN. sz0 is a small parameter, and Jis 
a superlinear, subcritical nonlinearity. It is known that this equation possesses 
boundary spike solutions that concentrate, as E approaches zero, at a critical point 
or the mean curvature function H(P), P E X2. It is also proved that this equation 
has single interior spike solutions at a local maximum point of the distance function 
c/( P. X2). PER. In this paper, we prove the existence of interior K - peuk (K 2 2) 
solutions at the local maximum points or the following function rp( P,, P,, . . . . P,) = 
ml*, k. t- ,. . K.k+, (C/C Pi, 8~2). 4 IP, - P,I). We tirst use the Liapunov-Schmidt reduc- 
tion method to reduce the problem to a linite dimensional problem. Then we use a 
maximizing procedure to obtain multiple interior spikes. The function cp( P,, . . . . P,) 
appears naturally in the asymptotic expansion of the energy functional. 0 1999 
Academic Press 
Kcv Words: multiple interior spikes; nonlinear elliptic equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to construct a family of multiple interior peak 
solutions to the following singularly perturbed elliptic problem 
0 /P 
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~~Au-u++~=0 u>O 7 9 in 52, 
au 
-&‘O on asz, 
(1.1) 
where A = Cy=, (a’/axf) is the Laplace operator, 52 is a bounded smooth 
domain in RN, E > 0 is a constant, the exponent p satisfies 1 <p < 
N+2/N-2 for N>3 and 1 <p-c co for N=2 and v(x) denotes the unit 
outward normal at XEX?. 
Equation ( 1.1) is known as the stationary equation of the Keller-Segal 
system in chemotaxis. It can also be seen as the limiting stationary equa- 
tion of the so-called Gierer-Meinhardt system in biological pattern formation, 
see [40] for more details. 
In the pioneering papers of [22, 26, 271, Lin, Ni, and Takagi established 
the existence of least-energy solutions and showed that for E sufliciently 
small the least-energy solution has only one local maximum point P, and 
P, E aQ. Moreover, H( P,) -, maxpea H(P) as E + 0, where Zf( P) is the 
mean curvature of P at df2. In [28], Ni and Takagi constructed boundary 
spike solutions for axially symmetric domains. The second author in [40] 
studied the general domain case and showed that for single boundary spike 
solutions, the boundary spike must approach a critical point of the mean 
curvature; on the other hand, for any nondegenerate critical point of H(P), 
one can construct boundary spike solutions with spike approaching that 
point. The first author in [ 141 constructed multiple boundary spike layer 
solutions at multiple local maximum points of H(P). Later the second 
author and Winter in [43] constructed multiple boundary spike layer solu- 
tions at multiple nondegenerate critical points of H(P). Similar results are 
also obtained by Y. Y. Li in [24] independently. When p = N+ 2/N- 2, 
similar results for the boundary spike layer solutions have been obtained 
by [24, 15, 25, 441, etc. 
In all the above papers, only boundary spike layer solutions are obtained 
and studied. It remains a question whether or not interior spike layer 
solutions exist for problem ( 1.1). It was proved in [ 391 that under very 
restrictive geometric conditions, one can construct single interior spike 
solutions. 
In [41], the second author obtained the first result in constructing single 
interior spike solutions by using the distance function, d( P, LX2). More 
precisely, it was proved in [41] that for any smooth domain 52, there 
always exists a single interior spike solution which concentrates at the most 
centered part of the domain, namely, the points which attains the maxi- 
mum of the distance function. (We note that the distance function has 
already appeared in the study of the corresponding Dirichlet problem in 
[29, 373.) We also like to point out that formal asymptotic analysis for 
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single interior peak solution is done in [45], and some results on multiple 
interior peak solutions are obtained in [20] under very complicated 
conditions. 
In this paper, we study the existence of multiple interior peak solutions 
by using the geometry of the domain. Moreover, we are able to deal with 
more general nonlinearities. 
More precisely, we consider the problem 
i 
&2/4u-u+f(#)=o in Q 
au &'O in aa. 
(1.2) 
We will assume that f: R+ + R is of class C’+O and satisfies the follow- 
ing conditions 
(fl) f(u)-0 for u,<O andf(u)+ +co as u+ co. 
(f2) f(O)=O,f’(O)=O, and 
f(u) = a blP’). f’(u) = O( Iulp~-‘) as ]u( + co 
for some 1 <p,, p2 and there exists 1 <pJ such that 
i 
c IfpI”‘-* 
IfJ~+4)-fu(~)l G c(141 + 141p’-*) 
if ps>2 
if p3 < 2. 
(f3) The following equation 
aw-w+f(w)=O in RN 
w  > 0, w(0) =,ylN w(z) (1.3) 
has a unique solution w(v) (by the results of [ 161, w  is radial, i.e., MI = iv(r) 
and 1~’ < 0 for Y = ly] # 0) and cv is nondegenerate. Namely the operator 
L := n - 1 +f’(,v) 
is invertible in the space Hf( RN) : = {u = u( Iyl) E H2( RN)} 
Some important examples offare the following. 
(1.4) 
EXAMPLE 1 (Chemotaxis and Pattern Formation). Let f( U) = up where 
1 <pc(N+2/N-2)+ (=m if N=2; =N+2/N-2 if N>2). It is easy 
to see that f satisfies (fl ), (f2), and (f3). This problem arises from the 
Keller-Segal model in chemotaxis and Gierer-Meinhardt system in pattern 
formation (see [26,27] and the references therein). 
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EXAMPLE 2 (Population Dynamics and Chemical Reaction Theory). 
Letg(u)=u(u-a)(l--)andf(u)=g(u)+(a+l)u, whereO<a<$.This 
is a famous mode1 from population dynamics and chemical reaction theory 
(see [IS, 10,351). By the result of [17],fsatisties (fl)-(f3). 
Other nonlinearities satisfying ( f 1 ), (f2), and (f3) can be found in [ 111. 
In what follows, we state precisely our assumption on the domain. 
For any P=(P,, . . . . P,)E@=Q XQ x . . . x I?, we introduce the 
function 
We assume that a subset A of SZK satisfies 
(,,*y;;)EA co(Pl9 .*.v pK)‘(p,,,y;;EaA HP,, .*.? PK). (1.5) 
We emphasize that such a set A always exists. For example, we can take 
A = QK. We also observe that any such A can be modified so that for P = 
(P , , . . . . PK) E A we have 
min d( Pi, ai- ~6 >O, min IP,-P,l>2S>O (1.6) 
I= 1. _... K k.l=l,.... K.k#l 
for some sufficiently small 6 > 0. 
Next we discuss some other examples of A for some special domains. If 
d(P, &XI) has K strict local maximum points P,, . . . . PK in Q such that 
minizj, ]Pi-P,I>2maxi,,,..qKd(Pi,aQ), we can choose A such that (1.5) 
holds with maxcp ,,,,,. PKjE,, q(P,, . . . . PK) achieved at P = (P,, . . . . Pk). When 
B = RR(O) and K = 2, one can take P, = (R/2,0, . . . . 0), P, = ( -R/2, . . . . 0) 
and/1={(X,,X,):R/2-S<IXiJ<R/2+6,i=1,2, IX,--X,I>6} with6 
small. Then (1.5) holds and maxfp,, ,,jE,, rp( P,, PJ = R/2 is achieved at 
P=(P,, PJ. 
We now state our main result in this paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume thut condition ( 1.5) is sutisjied. Let f satisfy 
assumptions (f 1 )-( f3). Then jbr E sufficiently smuN problem ( 1.2) has u solu- 
tion u, which possesses exactly K local maximum points Q;, . . . . Q> with Q” 
= ( Q; , . . . . QeK) E A. Moreouer cp( Q”I, ..-, Q>) + max(Q,. _._. Q~)~/I ~QI 9 --+ QK) 
us E + 0. Furthermore, we huve 
bmini=l...., K( IX - Q: 1) 
E > 
(1.7) 
for certain positive constants (I, b. 
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More detailed asymptotic behavior of U, can be found in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
We have the following interesting corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.2. For any smooth and bounded domain and any fixed 
positive integer KE Z, there always exists interior K-peaked solutions which 
concentrates at the maximum point of the function q( P,, . . . . PK). 
Remark 1.3. It can be shown that the maximum of @PI, . . . . PK) in aK 
is attained at some point (Q,, . . . . QK) with d( Qi, &X2) = max cp( PI, . . . . PK) 
for some i. In other words, the distance between each Qj’s is always larger 
than or equal to the smallest d( Q,, EK2). If we connect the maximum point 
of po(p, 9 . . . . PK) with the ball packing problem and call the set of the 
centers of K equal balls packed in Sz with the largest radius a K packing 
center, then the K interior peaks of the above solution converges to a K 
packing center. 
(After the paper was completed, we were told by Professor P. Bates that 
he and Fusco [ 63 had made similar connection between the locations of 
spikes and the ball packing problem in their study of Cahn-Hilliard equation.) 
Theorem 1.1 is the first result in proving the existence of multiple interior 
spike solutions for problem ( 1.2). Note that for the corresponding Dirichlet 
problem, multiple interior spike solutions have been constructed in [9, 81, 
etc. 
To introduce the main idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need to give 
some necessary notations and definitions first. 
Let 10 be the unique solution of (1.3). It is known (see [ 161) that w  is 
radially symmetric, decreasing, and 
lim ~o(y)e~y~~y~(N-‘)‘2=~g>0. 
IA-- 
Associated with problem (1.2) is the energy functional 
J.(u)=; j”/* lVu]*+u*)-j-n F(u), 
where F(u)=jEf(s)ds and ueH’(SZ). 
For any smooth bounded domain U, we set Pow to be the unique 
solution of 
r 
Au-u+f(w)=O in U 
au 
d,=O 
on $J. 
(1.8) 
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For PEQ, we set 
Fix P = (PI, P,, . . . . PK) E A, we set 
XE, p = spun 
a&2& )+,lV 
-, 
api, j 
i = 1, . . . . K, j = 1, . . . . N} c Z!Z*( Q,) 
g:,. p = spun 
apq p.l~ 
-, 
api. j 
i= 1, . . . . K, j= 1, . . . . N c L*(Q,) 
We first solve O,p in Xe,. by using the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction 
method. We show that @e,P is C’ in P. After that, we define a new function 
M,(P) = J, 
( 
F plvi+ CD&p . 
> 
(1.9) 
i= I 
We maximize M,(P) over /i. We show that the resulting solution has the 
properties of Theorem 1.1. 
The paper is organized as follows. Notation, preliminaries and some use- 
ful estimates are explained in Section 2. Section 3 contains the setup of our 
problem and we solve ( 1.2) up to approximate kernel and cokernel, respec- 
tively. We set up a maximization problem in Section 4. Finally we show 
that the solution to the maximization problem is indeed a solution of (1.2) 
and satisfies all properties of Theorem 1.1. 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, the letter C will always 
denote various generic constants which are independent of E, for E sufficiently 
small. 6 > 0 is a very small number. 
2. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
In this section we introduce a projection and derive some useful estimates. 
Let IV be the unique solution of (1.3). 
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Let 
be the energy of IV. 
Recall that Pq p w is the unique solution of 
i 
Au-u+f(w)=O in Q, p, 
av 0 -= al) on 852, p, 
where Q, P := {yl&y+ PEQ}. 
Set 
IX-PI vD,.p(x)=MJ -y ( > - p, ,w% &y+P=x. 
Then (P=. J x) satisfies 
i 
e2Av-v=o in Q, 
au a IX-PI 
av=&“” E ( > 
on asz. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
It is immediately seen that on iX2 
= -;(~X-pl-‘w’.E +(N-11)12e-I”-w~( 1 + (qE))) 
x(x-P, “> 
IX-PI 
W’-We-lx--Pl/~( 1 + o(~)) (X-P, I)) z--E 
Ix - PI (N+l)/2' 
(2.3) 
To analyze Pq, W, we introduce another linear problem. Let P&w be 
the unique solution of 
~~Au-u++f(~)=o in Q 
v=o on asz. 
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Set 
Then $z, satisfies 
i 
&AU--]Vo]2+1=0 in Q, 
u= -.slog(\v(y)) on&?. 
Note that for x~X2 
lx _ p( cc > -(N- IV2 l&(x) = --E log - e-‘“-p”“( 1 + O(E)) E > 
By the results of Section 4 of [ 291 and Section 3 in [ 391, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) all/&&%= -(1 +O(E))((X-P,v)/lx-PI), 
(2) ~~p(~)-*~O(x)=infrEan(I~-xI + k--PI) as t-+0 
uniformly in a. In particular t,b,,( P) = 2d( P, 132). 
Let us now compare q,,(x) and q&(x). To this end, we introduce 
another function. Let U, be the solution for the problem 
E’ AU,- UC=0 in Q, 
U,=l on aa 
Set 
YE = -& log( U,). 
Then by Theorem 1 of [ 121, we have 
Ye(x) =d(x, SJ2) + O(E), aye F= -1 + O(E) 
and 
1 U,(x) 1 < ct.? --d(x, aQ)‘e. 
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Moreover, for any rr,, > 0 we have 
Ue(&Y + P) 
U,(P) 
,< (ye” +ql) IYI (2.4) 
This leads to the following 
LEMMA 2.2. There exist ylO, a, > 0, E,, > 0 such that for E < eO, kve have 
-(l+voE) (Pfp- ce-(Wl +~)w.~~) u e 
-cq~&.~< -(l -qOe) f&+ Ce-“‘““‘+“o)d(P,aR)Ue. 
Proof: We first assume that Q is convex with respect to P. Namely, 
there is a constant c0 > 0 such that 
(X-P. v,) 3c,>o 
for all ~~852, where I’, is the unit normal at XE 8Q. Then on LX2, we have 
av:P 
av =e 
-4IppWE __ 1 We, 
' ( > & av 
wp(x) = -$v) iv 
=i IV(1 + O(E)) (X-P, v> 
Ix - PI 
ee p = -(l +O@))Y$ 
Note that since Q is convex with respect to P, we have a’pzp/av c 0, 
hence by comparison principles 
---(I +vod(P:P m,P~-wvo4dfP. 
Now for any bounded smooth Q, we can choose a constant R = 
(1 + 2a,) d( P, LX2) for some a0 > 0 such that 0, := BR( P) nQ is strictly 
convex with respect to P, i.e., 
(X-P, vx) >c;>o, xEasz,. 
Then on 852, n CM2 = rl, we have 
ah p WP 
---G -(l+O(E)) av ., 
av 
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On rX2\r,, we have 
By comparison principle, we get the inequality. 
Lemma 2.2 is thus proved. 1 
By Lemma 2.2, we have that 
4w := --E l0fd -r~,..uv + 2dv, am 
since 
Let 
q&P) = ( - 1 + O(E)) q$(P) -I- O(e-‘2+“O)“/“‘J(P,aR)). 
1 
V&P(Y) =- 
sD,P(P) 
. Vc. d&J> + p). 
Then V,,,(O) = 1 (hence V,, P( y) > 0 by Harnack inequality) and we 
have 
LEMMA 2.3. For every sequence Ek + 0, there is u subsequence &,& -+ 0 
such that Vek{, p + v uniformly on every compact set of RN, where v is u 
positive solution of 
Au-u=0 in RN, 
u>o in RN and u(O) = 1. (2.5) 
Moreoverfor any c, > 0, s.~p,~~~(,~ e-(‘+cl)Irl 1 V,,,,.(z) - VI + 0 US ekC + 0. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4(ii) in [ 291. 1 
Next we state some useful lemmas about the interactions of two w’s. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let JE C( RN) A L”( RN ), g E C( RN) be radially symmetric 
and sati&}) for some a 2 0, /I > 0, y0 E R 
S(x) exp(a I.4) IxlB + y. us JxJ+ 00 
I RN Ig(x)l ew(a 1x1 )( 1 + IxT) < 00. 
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Then 
11 
ewb- 1~1) IY? jRp g(x + y) f(x) dx 
+ Yo s RN d-x) exp( -ax,) dx us lyl+ co. 
For the proof, see [ 71. 
We then have the following estimates. 
LEMMA 2.5. (I/w(IP, -P21/e)) jR~f(w~) w2 + y>O where 
Y= I RNf(~v(y)) e-yI dy. (2.6) 
The next lemma is the key result in this section. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any P = (P,, . . . . PK) E A and E sufficiently smull 
JE($, Pw,)=?[ Kl(r~~)-~(~+o(i))~,(e-(l~e’~~(p~) 
-(y+o(l)) 5 i,,=,,it,~~(“iE”l)]. (2.7) 
where 1’ is deBned by (2.6). 
Proof: We shall prove the case when K = 2. The other cases are similar. 
By (1.6), we have that d(Pi,&2)>ii>0, i=l,2, IP,-P,I>26>0. 
Note that by Lemma 2.3 and similar arguments as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.1 of [ 291 we have 
12 
since 
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for any solution B of (2.5) (see Lemma 4.7 in [ 291). 
Similarly we have 
I F( Pq p) = EN (1 ~(~v)-40e,P(P)1’+~((P,,P(P)) . n RN > 
By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5, we have 
I R .f( IV1 ) Pwz = EN( 1’ + o( 1)) 
,,y;y +~Nme,Pzv2)L 
I 
J(PIU,) PIY*=&TY+0(1)) 
Let 6 > 0 be a sufficiently small number. We then have 
where Ii, i = 1,2, 3 are defined at the last equality and 
lPd2IL i-2 ,= Ir--P,l+ 
1 
!2 2= 
1 
(s- P21 + 
l-2, = Q\(sz, u 52,). 
For 13, we have 
IP, -P21}. 
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To estimate I,, we first observe that 
s IF(P~v,+Ply,)--(P~l,,)-f(Plv,)P1Y21 
QI 
< c 
I 
IPW, jp3- IPw21’+c (for O<a<min(l, (p,- 1)/2)) R, 
<O(e-“+“‘14-w”) 
by Lemma 2.4 since p3 - (T > 1 + D. 
Therefore, we have 
I, = 
I 
(F(Piv,)+f(Pw,) Pw,)+ 0(e-(‘+a)(“e)IPI-p21) 
QI 
= J nP,I,,)+~~,~(~v,)w2+O(e~“+““‘~e)~P~~p~~) 
R 
=& 
N 
[J 
f(wl) W,+ O(e-(‘+“)(““)IP~-P21) RN 4 11,) - WE. P, (P,)+J 
RI 
+O 
( 
EN i (Pe,PitPi) 
> 
. 
i=l 
Similarly, 
1*=&N F( w 1 - WE, P2 
( 
2 
+O(e- (1+a)(l/e)IP,-P21)+0 C rP,P,lpi) . 
i=l )I 
Hence 
+ VPW, VPIO, + Pw , Pw, 
1 J 
- (F(Pw, + PIV,)) 
Q, , 
= J[C n, i ,i (Ivp1vi12+(pivi)2~)] +Jn f('vl)pw2 I=1 c 
- s F( PIV, + PIV,) 9 
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since 
s .f( WI ) IV2 = (1’ + o( 1)) II? *c (“i i p2’>1 
s f(w*, +=(,,+o(l)) II’ 4 (‘p’ i p2’). 
and 
s j-C%) 11’1 =0,+0(l)) IV 
% (IP' T  p2'>. ' 
3. LIAPUNOV-SCHMIDT REDUCTION 
In this section, we solve problem ( 1.2) in approriate kernel and cokernel. 
We first introduce some notations. 
Let Hc(Qn,) be the Hilbert space defined by 
H:(Re)={ueH2(12,)I$=0 on &2.}. 
Define 
S,(u)=du-u++(u) 
for u E ZfL(Q,). Then solving Eq. ( 1.2) is equivalent to 
S,(u)=O, Cl E HL( Q,). 
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Fix P=(Pr, . . . . PK) E /i. To study ( 1.2) we first consider the linearized 
operator 
It is easy to see (integration by parts) that the cokemel of E, coincides 
with its kernel. Choose approximate cokernel and kernel as 
= span 
ap, *,).v 
i I ap,j i=l,..., K,j=l,..., NL 
Let 7~. p,, . . . . pM denote the projection in ~!,~(a~) onto %?& ..,,py. Our goal in 
this section is to show that the equation 
7t E. P “Se 
( 
5 pc?,,p+@P,P ,‘..” pJ=o 
i=l 
has a unique solution oe, p E Ykp if E is small enough. Moreover op,,. is 
C’ in P = (P,, . . . . PK). 
As a preparation in the following two propositions we show invertibility 
of the corresponding linearized operator. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L, p = z~, p 0 z,. There exist positive constants E; 1 
such that for all E E (0, E) and P = (P, , . . . . PK) E A 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all E E (0, E) and P = (P, , . . . . PK) E A the map 
is surjective. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We will follow the method used in [ 13, 30, 
3 1, 421. Suppose that (3.1) is false. Then there exist sequences {Q} , { Pf }, 
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and {Qk} (i= 1,2, . . . . K, k= 1,2, . ..) with Pk=(P:, . . . . pk,)~/i, CDk~X’&t 
such that 
11 L,, pk @k 11~~ + O, (3.2) 
lI%lIH2= 17 k= 1,2, . . . . (3.3) 
We omit the argument Q, where this can be done without causing 
confusion. 
As before, we set 
pbi’iv k( Y) = p12Ek ,f”( Y - PfIE), YEQEk. 
Forj= 1,2, . . . . N, we denote 
Note that 
<ei,j,,k9eizj2.k > =Bi,i2djl j2+ 0(&k) as k-co 
since (aPwJaP, j) - (aw,/aP, j ) is exponentially small, where di, i2 is the 
Kronecker symbol. Furthermore because of (3.2), 
ask+co. 
We introduce new sequences {‘pi, k} by 
qi,k(y)=X(&~-Pf) @k(y)* YEQ,, (3.5) 
where x(z) is a cut-off function such that x(z) = 1 for Ii1 < 6 and x(z) = 0 
for IzI > 26 where 6 is small (actually we choose 6 as in (1.6)). 
It follows from (3.3) and the smoothness of x that 
llqi.k(’ +Pf/Ek)llIf2(R ) N <c 
for all k sufficiently large. Therefore there exists a subsequence, again 
denoted by { qi.k} which converges weakly in H2(RN) to a limit vi. oD as 
k + co. We are now going to show that vi. Q, E 0. As a first step we deduce 
s awl o -= RN qis 03 ayj 3 j = 1, . . . . N. (3.6) 
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This statement is shown as 
Here we have used the facts that Sp, E Xik, pt and w( Ix - Pf I/E) is exponen- 
tially decaying outside B,( Pf). This implies (3.6). 
Let 2; and V& be the kernel and cokernel, respectively, of the linear 
operator S;(W) which is the Frechet derivative at IV of 
S,(o)=Au-u+j-(u), So : H2( RN) + L2( RN). 
Note that 
.Xh = %& = span {glj=l,...,N}. 
Equation (3.6) implies that vi, m E Xt. By the exponential decay of w  and 
by (3.2) we have after possibly taking a further subsequence that 
AV, m - ‘Pi, co + f’(lv) ‘Pi, m = OY 
i.e., ‘pi, a3 E .X0. Therefore ‘pi, oD = 0. 
Hence 
qi.k-o weakly in H2(RN) 
as k + co. By the definition of cpi. k we get @k - 0 in Hz and 
Furthermore, 
ll(A-~)@kll~~-o as k+m. 
Since 
(3.7) 
il, iv@ki2+rp:=j [(l-A)@kl @k 
4 *, 
G C ll(A - 1) @AVIS 
18 
we have that 
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In summary, 
lW/cIIL2 -+o and II@/clln’+O. (3.8) 
From (3.8) and the following elliptic regularity estimate (for a proof see 
Appendix B in [42] ) 
Il~~IIH~~~~ll~~~ll~~+ II@kIIH’) (3.9) 
for Qk E HL we imply that 
II@kIIHZ +o as k+m. 
This contradicts the assumption 
Il@kIIH~= 1 
and the proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed. 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We define a linear operator T from L*(Q,) to 
itself by 
It’s domain of definition is H$(Q,). By the theory of elliptic equations and 
by integration by parts it is easy to see that T is a (unbounded) self-adjoint 
operator on L*(O,) and a closed operator. The L* estimates of elliptic 
equations imply that the range of T is closed in L*(Q,). Then by the Closed 
Range Theorem [46, p. 2051, we know that the range of T is the 
orthogonal complement of its kernel which is, by Proposition 3.1, Xe, p. 
This leads to Proposition 3.2. 1 
We are now in a position to solve the equation 
q,pSa 
( 
5 Pl”,+Gp,. 
J 
= 0. 
i=I 
(3.10) 
Note that 
K 
SE C PlVi + @p, P, pK . . 
> 
= LA @,, p) + N, p + Me, p, (3.11) 
i=l 
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where 
NE.p=,f f PIVi+@ 
i= I 
and 
ME,p=.f 
Before we move on, we need the following error estimates. 
LEMMA 3.3. For E sufjcirnlly stnull, we have 
INe.pI ~C(l@,~l’+~+ I@c,PIP’) (3.12) 
II~E.PIIL*(s2c)-. < ce-‘(1 +~)/2NI/e) rp(P,..... PK) (3.13) 
Proof It is easy to derive (3.12) from the mean value theorem. 
To prove (3.13), we divide the domain into (K+ 1) parts: let 52 = 
(Jfz,’ sZi where 
Qi={Is-PiI<frjli$P,-P,I}, i= 1, . ..) K, 
l-2 K+l=SZ 
\ 
6 Qi. 
i= I 
We now estimate IV,~ in each domain. 
In Q,,,, we have 
Hence 
lIM,.pIIL2((nK+,)~)~~(e- ((I +uvz)(l/E)(P(P ,*-. P,)). 
In Qi, i= 1, . . . . K, we have 
, 
l”,PI G C (lf“Ovi) lvjl + lf’(~‘Vi)(P~v~-~v~)I)I 
j#i 
c (IPlvill+~+Il~vil’+~) +o(IPlvi-lviI’+o). 
i#i > ‘ 
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Hence using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and the exponential decay of IV, we have 
Next we solve (3.12). Since Le,PIx;p is invertible (call the inverse L,!,) 
we can rewrite 
@= -(L,:,~n,.)(M,.)-(L,:,, %.P(@)) 
= G, p( @L (3.14) 
where the operator G, p is defined by the last equation for Q, E HL(S2,). We 
are going to show that the operator G,,. is a contraction on 
if 6 is small enough. We have 
where A > 0 is independent of ii > 0, is, = e -(( ’ +0)‘2)( I”) rp(pl* ...* px) and 
c(6) + 0 as 6 + 0. Similarly we show 
IIG, p(D) - G, p(@‘)II Hqn,, d ib-‘c(s) II@- @‘Il,qq,, 
where c( ii) -+ 0 as S + 0. Therefore G, p is a contraction on B,. The exist- 
ence of a fixed point d),. now follows from the Contraction Mapping 
Principle and @jeep is a solution of (3.14). 
Because of 
we have 
(1 -ii-‘c(G)) II’;p,pII$<C8,. 
We have proved 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists E> 0 such thut jtir uny 0 -c E < t- mcl P E A there 
esists a unique Qe. p E Xi, suti.$jing S,(Cff, Pw, + ae. p) E %kp and 
II@& P IIIfqs2J G Cd,. (3.15) 
,,,here (j e = e-“’ +o)/z)(l/e)Ip(P ,‘“” P,) 
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Finally we show that ae,e is actually smooth in P 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Qp,,. he de$neci by Lernrnu 3.4. Then Qe. p E C’ in P. 
Pwof Recall that 0,. p is a solution of the equation 
7r,, p ‘J s, f PIVi + QE, p = 0 
> 
(3.16) 
i=l 
such that 
De, p E .K,tp. (3.17) 
Note that by differentiating Eq. (3.16) twice we easily conclude that the 
functions Put, and a’Pn’i/(aPi, j8Pi,k) are C’ in P. This implies that the 
projection 72,. p is C’ in P. Applying a/aP, j to (3.16) gives 
71 E. p 
>( 
1 
K ahi I aqp 
i=l api, j  api, j  
an +- a;:p ,‘S, f Plvi+@P, p 
( 4 
= 0. 
1. .I i=l 
where 
> 
= A - I +.f’ 2 PII’i+ @E, p . 
i= I > 
We decompose a@, p/aPi,j into two parts, 
where ( +De. p/8Pi, j ), E Xi. p and (a@, p/aPi. j )2 E X,fp. 
We can easily see that (a@, ,,/aPi. j)I is continuous in P since 
and hence 
(3.18) 
where i, j, k, I are indice from 1 to K. 
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Now we can write Eq. (3.23) as 
(3.19) 
As in the proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we can show that the 
operator 
is invertible from x,I, to %;‘etp. Then we can take inverse of 7~,,~ ‘1 
DS,(Cf!=, PIV, + @,, p) ‘in above equation, and the inverse is continuous 
in P. 
Since aPw,/&, ., (a#, p/aPi. j) r E jv;, p are continuous in P E A and so is 
&r, p/aPi, j, we conclude that (a@, p/( aP, j))z is also continuous in P. This 
is the same as the C’ dependence of @j.,p in P. The proof is finished. 1 
4. THE REDUCED PROBLEM: A MAXIMIZATION PROCEDURE 
In this section, we study a maximization problem. 
Fix P E 1. Let @,, p be the solution given by Lemma 3.4. We define a new 
functional 
ME(P) =JE ( fj pl17i+ @e,p ,,,,,, pK > 
12-R. 
i=l 
We shall prove 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For E smull, the muximi~ation problem 
max{M,(P): PE/T} (4.2) 
has a solution P” E A. 
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Proof Since J&C;"=, Pq,,w+ cD,~ ) is continuous in P, the maximiza- 
tion problem has a solution. Let M,( P”) be the maximum where P” E /T. 
We claim that P” E A. 
In fact for any P E 2, we have 
M,U’)=J, 
where 
By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.4, we have 
M,(P)=&N KI(,v)-;(,~+o(l)) ( ; e?)~~(Pi)) 
[ i=l 
-(y+o(l)) c w(‘pkBpI’)]. 
k#l 
Since M&P”) is the maximum, we have 
ii$,- 
(I/&) @bJP::) + c kz,,,, (‘Pyy 
1 K 
G5.C e- (w)~c:(p,‘+ c )” 
t=l 
kf, (‘pkBp,l)+o(l) 
for any P = (P,, . . . . PK) E /i. This implies that 
cptp; , .. . . P~)3~&p(P,,...,P,)-s 
for any 6 > 0. 
so cp(Pi, . . . . PEK) + maxpEA qP(P,, . . . . PK) as E + 0. By condition ( 1.5), we 
conclude P” E A. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section, we apply results in Sections 3 and 4 to prove Theorem 
1.1 and Corollary 1.2. 
Proqfs of Theorem 1.1 uncl Corollary 1.2. By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, 
there exists e0 such that for E < sc, we have a C’ map which, to any PEA, 
associates ae, ,,, ~ ,,,, pX E I’;, such that 
ah, c - 'kl ap,, (5.1) 
k = I. . . . . K, I = I. . . . . N 
for some constants akI E Rm. 
By Proposition 4.1, we have P” E /i, achieving the maximum of the maxi- 
mization problem in Proposition 4.1. Let II, = Xi”= r PQ, pc w -I- @, p;, ,,.. p;. 
Then we have 
Dpi~jIpi=p;MAPe)=O, i=l,..., K, j=l,...,N. 
Hence we have 
vu, v 
acx"=, plt'i+ @,,P,,..., pK 1 
8Pi.j P,=P:’ 
+ II, 
act: I plvi + Qe. P,, _._. pK 1 
8Pi.j P,=PT 
-.f(uJ 
acz , ~15 + D,. p,, .__, pK) 
ap, j  I 1 = 0. P,=P; 
Hence we have 
I vu, v 
a( plh + e, p,. _._. pK )
*c api. j  P/-P; 
+u, 
a( plvi + 4,. p,, .,.. px 1 
dPi. j  P,=P; 
-f(uJ 
a( Plivi + 4,. P,, ._., pK 1 
aPi,j 
=o 
P,=P:’ 
for i= 1, . . . . K and j= 1, . . . . N. 
Therefore we have 
k=l,..., K;I=l,__., N 
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Since 0 E, p,, _.., pK E X. p9 we have that 
s 
~~~~~~ aa, p,. . . . . pK 
n, apk. I api,j =- I 
a%, ~ 
n, apk,,api,j =4- -'* PK 
= l~af?~~~i,,~~., II@e,PI.....PKIIL2 
= O(e- ((I+0)/2)(l/e)(p(Pf..... J-q  
Thus Eq. (5.2) becomes a system of homogeneous equations for ak/ and 
the matrix of the system is nonsingular since it is diagonally dominant. So 
a,,mO, k= 1, . . . . K, I= 1, . ..N. 
Hence U, = Cf=, PQc Pf~~ + @=, p;, .,,, p; is a solution of ( 1.2). 
By our construction, it is easy to see that by Maximum Principle U, > 0 
in Sz. Moreover ENJ,( u,) + KI( TV) and II, has only K local maximum points 
p; , . . . . Q>. By the structure of 1.4, we see that (up to a permutation) 
Q; - P; = CJ( 1). Hence qD( Q; , . . . . Q>) + maxpEn q( P, , . . . . PK). This proves 
Theorem 1.1. 
Finally, Corollary 1.2 can be easily proved by taking /i = {(x,, . . . . xK) E 
SZK: d(x,, asz) > 6, i = 1, . . . . K, Ixk - x, I > 6, k # I} where 6 > 0 is small. 
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